


the cushion for life

JARIK FLUID WHEELCHAIR CUSHION
PRESSURE SORE PREVENTION AND BETTER POSTURE

USE ON FLAT OR “SLING” SEATS
Can be used on a solid seat (preferred) or a standard cloth seat.

SUPERIOR PRESSURE SORE PREVENTION 
JARIK Fluid Pad conforms perfectly to any buttocks shape, to relieve the pressures 
that cause pressure sores. 

BETTER STABILITY AND BALANCE 
Viscous JARIK Fluid takes your shape, then holds hips comfortably in place. 

HELPS PREVENT SPINAL CURVATURE
A center seam prevents fluid movement from side to side, to promote 
level hips and help prevent scoliosis (“S”-shaped spine).

COOLER SITTING
JARIK Fluid acts as “heat sink,” that absorbs body heat to provide cooler,
more comfortable sitting.

IMPROVED POSTURE
Lightweight foam base helps hold hips comfortably 

and stably to back of wheelchair, to help prevent 
“kyphotic” arching of the sitter’s back.

CLINICALLY  PROVEN AND USER PREFERRED
In a study conducted by the Indian Spinal Centre, 85% of 

wheelchair users preferred JARIK over their existing cushion. 
See outlome study at www.jarikmedical.com

100% URINE-PROOF COVERINGS
Waterproof cover fabric plus interior
poly bag protect against urine
leakage,even through 
cover seams.

EASY-ACCESS ZIPPER
Allows access to base for modifications.

EXTRA COMFORT
Soft foam under legs and sides of buttocks provides all-day sitting comfort.

ADJUSTABLE FLUID LEVEL
Hook and loop attachments allow adjustment of fluid level, to prevent 
bottoming-out of fluid. Re-attach fluid pad towards center of cushion for 
extra thin patients. (See “User Manual.”)

EXTRA-DURABLE MATERIALS
Designed for years of use with 

minimal maintenance

REMOVABLE,
WASHABLE COVER

A “shower-cap” cover removes 
easily for hand or machine washing. 

A front handle is provided for 
easy transport.

LEG POSITIONERS
Drop footrests for proper leg positioning.

If necessary add leg positioners.

LOW SHEAR DESIGN
Shear forces from sitter movements double the 
effects of pressure. The extra material built into 

the fluid pad and outer cover move with sitter 
movements, to dramatically reduce these 

shear forces.

www.jarikmedical.com




